Thank you for purchasing our Mission Media Stand. Assembly of this product requires the use of a Phillips screwdriver and hammer. We have found it helpful to have second person assist with assembly.
STEP 1
Read through these instructions thoroughly before beginning assembly. We have found this to be of great value when first assembling this product.

STEP 2
Remove all parts and hardware from packing material. Wooden pieces should be placed on a non-abrasive surface (like the carton or carpet) to prevent damage to the finish.

STEP 3
Identify all parts using diagram at right.

PARTS
(1) Top Assembly (A)
(2) Shelf Assembly (B)
(2) Side Assembly (C)

STEP 4
Identify and count hardware using diagram at right.

(12) 1 1/4” #8 Screw
(12) Wood Plug

STEP 5
Align Side Assembly (C) with Middle Shelf and Bottom Shelf (B) so that the countersunk holes on the legs are facing outward. Then line up with pilot holes in skirts. The diagram to the right shows the proper placement. A second person’s assistance would be recommended to hold opposite side of Shelving (B) being worked on. Do not fully tighten screws at this time.

STEP 6
Align 2nd Side Assembly (C) with Middle Shelf and Bottom Shelf (B) as shown in STEP 5.
**STEP 7**
Place Top Surface (A) as shown to the right so that holes in Sides (C) line up with pilot holes in the skirts of Top Assembly (A).

**Step 8**
Finally, tap Wooden Plugs into holes with hammer to conceal screws.

**Fully tighten all the screws on both sides at this time.**
CARE
Dust as needed with a soft cloth. Clean with damp cloth and mild solution of dish soap. Polish with soft cloth and polish that contains no pigments or silicone.
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